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Fig. 1. Current Progress.

I. MOTIVATION

This project aims to integrate the Toyota HSR Robot with
DuAro and Kuka KMR Robot over the wifi network using
ROS. Since Kuka KMR was not operational, I was mainly
focusing on integrating Toyota HSR and DuAro. This enables
having a unified control over all the robots from a single
master and having shared sensing which helps in reducing
redundant sensors. We were able to integrate ROS on DuAro
and Toyota HSR with later as master and brought them to work
on same ROS network. We also used april tags to find the
initial transform between immobile DuAro and mobile Toyota
HSR for the purpose of correct visualization in RViz. A few
difficulties were encountered to make the Toyota HSR, a slave
of the main controller after trying a method different than the
previously implemented methods. But we were able to achieve
multi-master configuration between Toyota HSR and laptop
without installing any packages on Toyota HSR robot.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND OBJECTIVES

A. Review of Previous Work

Previously, they were able to integrate ROS on DuAro and
Kuka KMR with a laptop as an external master but Toyota
HSR was not integrated in this configuration, use april tags
to perform calibration and visualize the point cloud. They
also visualized both the robots on the same network using
2 different RViz windows.

B. Planned work on this Project

Based on the review of previously done work on this project,
we planned on trying other methods to configure Toyota HSR
to an external master, then configure both Toyota HSR and
DuAro on the same network with either laptop or Toyota
HSR as the master. After that bring both the robots on the
same visualization window of RViz using a single launch
file, then find the transform between Toyota HSR and DuAro

using april tags and visualize them in the RViz using corrected
transforms.

III. TECHNICAL APPROACH

A. Configuring Toyota HSR

We started with configuring Toyota HSR robot, connecting
it to the Lab Wifi network. But there were some issues which
we faced, wherein the wifi gateway of the robot never showed
the Lab Wifi network because there were some redundant
wifi networks showing up in the list. After going through the
documentation, we figured out that you need to go to detailed
configuration section and set the SSID filter to yes as described
in figure 2. This helps in filtering all the unwanted networks
and keeps the one which is mentioned in the configuration.
Using this we were able to connect the robot to wifi.

Fig. 2. Wifi Configuration.

After setting up the wifi, there was another issue with Toyota
HSR, that the ROS framework of the robot was not starting up
and there were no control topics available to control the robot.
After removing ”ROS MASTER URI” environment variable,
which we suspect was added to make an external laptop the
”Master” of Toyota HSR robot. On removing this variable and
restarting the robot, we were able to make the initialization of
the robot happen correctly and ROS runs with all the controls
available to the user.

B. Configuring DuAro with Toyota HSR as Master

The first step towards configuring DuAro with Toyota HSR
was to make Toyota HSR, the master of DuAro. The only step
we need to do is to either change the ”ROS MASTER URI”
to ip-address of Toyota HSR or change the terminal mode to
”hsrb mode”, which indirectly changes the master as Toyota
HSR. On running existing launch files with this configuration,
there were few related to parameter and topic duplication



Fig. 3. DuAro and HSR visualized in same RViz window

errors . The solution was to add a name-space to all the
conflicting parameters and topics between these 2 robots. So,
there are some parameters like ”/robot description” which are
same for both Toyota HSR and DuAro, we can add name-
space to DuAro robot’s launch file parameters by using the
opening tag of namespace <group ns=”r1”> and a closing tag
</group> for the node or parameter which requires different
namespace.

Fig. 4. Incorrect namespace which cause conflicts (Parameters on left are
of HSR and parameters on the right are of DuAro)

Fig. 5. Correction of namespaces in the DuAro Bringup launch file

This solution worked perfectly fine on implementing. But
DuAro’s velocity limits were being crossed when used with
Toyota HSR as the master and DuAro gives the error of ”RTC

Switch turned OFF” because of velocity limits being crossed.
On debugging the error message, we could resolve this by
interpreting the error which had the status information which
is if zero, it means the velocity limits are crossed and RTC
switch will be turned off for safety reasons. So, we figured
out that the solution for this was to reduce the actual velocity
limits of the robot joints itself, so that the velocity commands
published are well below the actual velocity limits and this
solved the problem and there were no more RTC switch errors.
Now both the robots are well configured to work with each
other using one launch file.

C. Fixing the Relative Transforms between HSR and DuAro

Now that both the robots are configured, the next step is
to have correct relative transforms between the mobile Toyota
HSR robot and immobile DuAro robot. For this we had to
reconfigure the transform tree [1] by publishing a transform
from map to Toyota HSR and from map to DuAro and then
a relative transform between Toyota HSR and fixed DuAro,
will make the complete environment in the RViz as good
as in the real world. Then used the April Tags to find the
relative transform between DuAro and Toyota HSR robot and
this can be further used for SLAM in the same environment.
For the april tag ros package to work with Toyota HSR, we
had to write the synchronization script which runs the the
synchronization between image and the camera info coming
from HSR. We had to do this because both image and
camera info were not synchronized and were being published



Fig. 6. Steps to setup multimaster configuration

at different frequencies, image was being published at 2 hz
and camera info was being published at 30 hz and so the april
tag ros package could not detect the tag. The transform tree
[1] as generated by ROS can be checked on this link.

D. Multi-Master Configuration

To make HSR not a master we tried few different
methods. Configuring the shell script which is there in
/etc/opt/tmc/robot, named as roshost.sh. This file is used
to read the ip-address from if-config and assign it to the
environment variable. So, we changed it to the laptop’s ip-
address in order to have laptop as the master, but this method
was causing the ROS running on HSR to stop.

So, we implemented a different method in which we had
to install ROS and multimaster fkie package on ”hmi user”
in HSR and then link the workspace to the docker run-
ning ROS in the environment variables files which exists in
/etc/opt/tmc/robot/docker.hsrb.user. But for this to run auto-
maticaly on the start of the HSR robot, it has to run all the
scripts on start and do master discovery using multimaster fkie
package, this was also not happening.

In order to make HSR work in multimaster [2] mode, we
tried doing it in a different way, where in we run everything
in the laptop terminal itself. But there are few terminals which
are run in ”hsrb mode” in order to run master discovery. So,
in the multimaster fkie, package, there is a master discovery
launch file for laptop and the HSR. This file does the job
of discovering all the ROS-Masters on that network. So, if

we run the master discovery launch file in the terminal of
laptop, it will discover the ROS-Master running on laptop
and when we run the master discovery launch file in the
terminal which is in ”hsrb mode”, it discovers the ROS-Master
running on hsrb. After that we run ”master sync” launch file
from multimaster fkie package in the laptop terminal without
”hsrb mode”, so that all the masters are synchronised together
in the laptop, in order to make laptop the master controller.

Once this is done, when we run ”rosservice call /mas-
ter discovery/list masters” in the laptop terminal without
”hsrb mode”, we can see the synchronized list 6 of all the
discovered masters running on the same network and all the
topics are also available on the same terminal and so we can
use the laptop as the master controller.

IV. FUTURE WORK

A. Namespace conflicts of running multiple programs

Even though we have solved the conflict of running DuAro
bringup launch file when run with HSR, there are few other
files like DuAro moveit which also needs to have correct
namespace, otherwise which can cause errors while running
the duaro hsr transform publisher file.

B. Transform between Toyota HSR and DuAro

We need to refine the transform between DuAro and HSR
which is currently happening using the april tag. The problem
currently being faced is that the transform is being automat-
ically computed by the april tag ros script but the transform

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1d_qfUqVVGcsi4aC9W9K0Qf2nvuJAQDOm/view


is not accurate, so we need to calculate the transfrom using
the kinematics of links of both DuAro and HSR and using the
transform published by april tag ros and refine it.

C. Script to Run Multimaster-Mode using one command

Write a shell script to run multi-master rather than running
it in multiple terminals.

D. Using the feedback of shared sensing

We can use the feedback of shared sensing which can be ac-
cessed on the main controller (laptop) to tune other processes
happening on different robots or machines in different parts
of the environment.
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